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“For the Son of Man came to seek and to save that which was lost.”
God is active. “Michel” mentioned recently after the light in the midst of the darkness in the region. When the
follow-up of the last crusade, “the other day a woman told muslims look at this village they will see what happens when
me through E our interpreter, that ‘her children were at the a people turn from islam to serve the living God.
verge of death, if it were not for the intervention of the free
Michel discussed our intentions with the Prefect in the
medical treatment given to them by the
Waza region. He told us there was a
white man.’ Though she is not a memdrilling team in the area and all we
ber of the church yet, for fear of persewould have to do is come up with the
cution by her husband.”
money. The estimated overall cost of
Just this week Michel spoke with
re-drilling the well is $13,000US. I
Pastor P (the pastor of the Found Peofeel such a peace about this, and beple), from the Chad/Cameroon border.
lieve the Lord has already brought in
P mentioned that there was good news
the money. Let your heart meditate on
and bad news. The good news was the
the benefits of providing clean drinkchurch had grown to 25 adults in less
ing water to the first muslim, Kanuri
than two months. The bad news was satan Original “Found People
village to have a publicly accepted Christian
blew away the temporary church structure Christian Church of Zigage” church. Every person in the village, every vilduring a storm. P was afraid the people would
lage in the region would know that they are
scatter and that the remaining muslims would disrespect the blessed because of the, now, 25 adult believers who have
Lord.
stepped forward to idenDon’t you know that God frequently uses the enemy for His tify themselves with Jesus
divine purposes. So, the stick church blew away. I knew we and commit themselves to
had to act quickly to keep discipleship.
this new church from disLBNF is a charitable
banding. Michel said a organization and we have
clay structure would cost a designated special projabout $1,000. I knew it ects account for things like
would cost at least $1,500 the well (current balance
to send and keep Mike to $50). If this project is ac- Mike teaching new believers in
Cameroon to oversee the ceptable to you please ad- completed temporary church
structure. (now gone)
work (this is an absolute dress this Kingdom need.
Temporary church structure
must in order to keep the peo- Thank you. P.S. Jehu held
(now gone)
ple honest). I told Michel that a crusade in Maiduguri using the equipment I left behind, 47
our God would supply $2,500 muslims came to Jesus and 4 people were miraculously
within 48 hours and be ready to leave soon thereafter. God healed. The plan of God is working. Please indicate on
provided it in 24 hours and I just sent Michel the money. He checks if the money is for the well otherwise it will be used
leaves on the 23rd of May to travel to Cameroon.
for operating expenses which are growing with the ministry.
An additional blessing would be for him to have enough to Blessings to you all, I appreciate you and covet your prayers
start drilling the well for the people who have inadequate and gifts. Space does not permit me to tell you of other recent
clean water supplies. It was one of only two requests made provisions, and the response we have had from our partners
of us by the chief who has even promised to give us land for in Togo to the news we are returning to reach the muslims in
the church. Let’s make this church in that village a beacon of Sept. Jedidiah, LBNF, PO Box 50292, Amarillo, Tx. 79159.

